
GUIDE TO WRITING A CV UK

Writing a CV can be a stressful task, especially if you're starting from scratch And although there's no one-size-fits-all
solution for the perfect CV, it should.

If you include languages, describe your level of competence. If you're posting your CV online don't include
your home address, as you could be targeted by fraudsters. Don't put the term 'curriculum vitae' at the top of
the page. Our example technical CV includes a section on technical skills at the beginning, followed by
experience and education. Looking to start my career in Journalism in a role where I can build on the skills
gained in my education and work experience. Alison Thorpe, our made-up CV candidate, had some stand-out
achievements in her retail jobs, but what if you are struggling to think of ways to describe what you did so that
it will impress an employer? Make sure you use this guide to the template alongside our basic and advanced
CV advice. This could involve saying how frequently you carried out a task, or giving a numerical income.
Your choice of font and layout are key to making sure a would-be employer carries on reading your CV.
Decide whether the chronological, skills-based or academic CV is right for you. Tell the truth. You can draw
attention to a particular part of your CV, disclose a disability or clarify gaps in your work history. A pdf will
also maintain formatting, so you can be sure that employers will see your CV as you intended. If you mention
travelling, highlight aspects of your travels that have developed skills relevant to the job you are applying for,
such as how you approached raising funds for it. If you took on a role such as deputising for a senior
colleague, give a brief description of what was involved. If you really feel that your CV needs an introduction,
we suggest a brief Key achievements section, as this is more likely to be focused and succinct, and provide the
kind of concrete detail that employers like. Ensure fonts and sizes are consistent throughout your CV. Skills
and achievements - This is where you talk about the foreign languages you speak and the IT packages you can
competently use. List your work experience or employment in reverse chronological order most recent first. If
relevant, also include your LinkedIn profile or blog site where employers can find out more about you.


